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Lenovo 4X40N18007 notebook case 30.5 cm (12") Sleeve case
Black

Brand : Lenovo Product code: 4X40N18007

Product name : 4X40N18007

ThinkPad 12" Sleeve

Lenovo 4X40N18007 notebook case 30.5 cm (12") Sleeve case Black:

The ThinkPad Sleeve family is designed to fit perfectly the most recent generation of ThinkPad
notebooks. These fitted sleeves help to protect your notebook from dust, shocks, scrapes, and scratches
for superior PC protection. The slim, lightweight design also stows easily in a larger bag.
Lenovo 4X40N18007. Case type: Sleeve case, Maximum screen size: 30.5 cm (12")

Features

Compatibility ThinkPad 12"
Maximum screen size * 30.5 cm (12")
Case type * Sleeve case

Features

Product main colour * Black

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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